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Abstract: The focus of computer systems in the field of visual analytics is to make the results clear
and understandable. However, enhancing human-computer interaction (HCI) in the field is less
investigated. Data visualization and visual analytics (VA) are usually performed using traditional
desktop settings and mouse interaction. These methods are based on the window, icon, menu,
and pointer (WIMP) interface, which often results in information clutter and is difficult to analyze
and understand, especially by novice users. Researchers believe that introducing adequate, natural
interaction techniques to the field is necessary for building effective and enjoyable visual analytics
systems. This work introduces a novel virtual reality (VR) module to perform basic visual analytics
tasks and aims to explore new interaction techniques in the field. A pilot study was conducted to
measure the time it takes students to perform basic tasks for analytics using the developed VR module
and compares it to the time it takes them to perform the same tasks using a traditional desktop to
assess the effectiveness of the VR module in enhancing student’s performance. The results show that
novice users (Participants with less programming experience) took about 50% less time to complete
tasks using the developed VR module as a comrade to a programming language, notably R. Experts
(Participants with advanced programming experience) took about the same time to complete tasks
under both conditions (R and VR).

Keywords: data visualization; visual analytics; virtual reality; natural interaction; human-computer
interaction; immersive analytics; user interface; natural user interface

1. Introduction

Initially, data visualization in scientific research areas focused on visualizing informa-
tion that was inherently 3D [1]. This comprised a variety of geospatial information, such as
directional movement of seawater driven by the Coriolis effect and information obtained
from living organisms, fluid dynamics, and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), which
convey aspects of anatomy and physiological processes of the human body. This type of
information was represented as-is, naturally, using large format visual displays. Later,
during the nineties, researchers eagerly started investigating immersive representation of
abstract information [2]—i.e., utterly quantitative data—and, hence, had a certain liberty
in the way it could be visualized using immersive spaces [3]. Specifically, researchers
investigated how this type of information could be embedded, and its visual mapping
became the main focus of a novel research stream—information visualization. The latter
incorporates the fields of graphic design, human–computer interactions (HCI), and data
analysis, developing a novel multidisciplinary research area that examines new methods
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of how computer science could be employed to represent abstract information and its
interaction design [4–6]. In the mid-1990s, the first information visualization symposium
was established in order to welcome new research propositions in this novel stream.

Although abstract information visualization using immersive environments initially
gained attention in the mid-1990s [3], early 21st century researchers showed less interest
in the field [2]. Since it became an independent branch of study, researchers have focused
on developing methods for traditional desktop settings and WIMP interfaces. This shift in
interest resulted from some research outcomes suggesting that 3D visualizations of abstract
information on a desktop are not necessarily beneficial [7]. Until now, the question of
whether using new immersive technologies for abstract information offers more benefits
and how interaction for this type of information can be designed remains to be answered.

1.1. The Establishment of Visual Analytics (VA)

At the beginning of the 21st century, the increasing complexity of data and the
widespread use of the internet triggered a demand for more efficacious methods to be de-
veloped for handling big, complex data. At the time, the information visualization field had
already built new approaches and principles for how to construct effective visualizations
of abstract information [7]. Nevertheless, researchers were urged to develop new, complete,
and practical research plans for information visualization in order to face the great chal-
lenge of developing techniques that could handle tremendous amounts of data produced
in that era [8]. The outcome of this was the establishment of visual analytics, an entirely
new research field that was defined as “analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual
interfaces [9].” A total of 19 powerful guidelines were crafted for this new field and, unlike
the old information visualization techniques, these encouraged studies that would produce
visualization methods that:

• support large datasets ([9], p. 7);
• allow for better, more advanced interactions between a user and a tool ([9], p. 7)

instead of primarily concentrating on how to obtain accurate and precise inferences
and predictions.

These established guidelines for the visual analytics field were unbiased towards the
use of a specific technologies. However, the majority of visual analytics studies remained
loyal to the desktop settings and continued developing methods for similar traditional
environments.

On the other hand, the technological affordances of a used device greatly influence
the experience of the individuals who use it, and thus they also influence both their
involvement and performance levels. Despite the fact that the field of visual analytics
greatly focuses on a user’s ability to engage in complex, goal-oriented tasks rather than
on the technology being used, it is believed that making use of the embodied experiences
provided by new immersive technologies significantly affects an analyst’s workflow and is
worthy of more exploration [10].

1.2. The Establishement of Immersive Analytics (IA)

It is argued in the literature that the new immersive technologies and their interaction
techniques offer new potential for reaching the objectives set for visual analytics (see
“Establishing Visual Analytics” section). These technologies, notably VR, are usually
defined based on their cognitive implications. Steve Bryson [11] defined VR as: “The use
of computer technology to create the effect of an interactive three-dimensional world in
which the objects have a sense of spatial presence.”

Over the past few years, visualization has greatly benefited multivariate/complex
data [12,13]. Lately, the virtual reality display devices including, Oculus Rift/Rift S, Sam-
sung Gear, and HP Reverb G2, and mixed/augmented reality devices such as HoloLens
(Microsoft) and Google glass [14–16] offer a better platform for visual analytics [17]. These
technologies employ stereoscopy (a method for generating a feeling of depth for im-
ages with a great emphasis on binocularity) to build an involving and immersive virtual
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space [18]. They intrinsically offer more freedom to analyze and manipulate complex data
compared to traditional 2D data representation systems. Various studies exist that employ
immersive display devices for immersive analytics like network representation, scientific
representation, and geospatial representation [19–21].

Additionally, the novel affordances of these technologies can benefit the data analytics
field by:

• Allowing a wider range of users to have the ability to employ data analytics by
developing new systems that involve more of the basic human senses;

• Covering tasks that cannot be conducted using traditional desktop settings;
• Staying current with new technology trends that shape the way people interact and perform;
• Allowing users with different levels of expertise to perform data analytics easily.

The possibility of achieving the goals listed above has attracted the attention of nu-
merous researchers from different areas, including data analysis, visual analytics, VR and
AR, human–computer interaction, computer graphics, etc. As mentioned before, the idea
of immersing data into a virtual ambiance is not new [22]. Nevertheless, accepting the idea
that data representation and visual analytics should consider new immersive technologies
for building new analytics tools with advanced interaction techniques was first presented in
2014 when the “Death of Desktop: Envisioning Visualization without Desktop Computing”
workshop was held.

Over the next few years, the idea of implementing immersive technologies for vi-
sual analytics was given the name immersive analytics (IA) by researchers who were
investigating different methods of information representation in these environments [23].
Consequently, various workshops have been held recently under the IA field umbrella in
different parts of the worlds, attended by researchers and experts from areas like informa-
tion visualization, human–computer interaction, and immersive AR and MR [24]. During
these workshops, various ideas and techniques in the IA field were shared, perspectives
were broadened, and the community of immersive analysts began expanding rapidly [25].

After the establishment of IA as an independent field, various immersive analytics
tools have been introduced including DXR, an immersive analytics application that permits
users to efficiently build visualizations through predefined mappings and graphs. IATK
is a similar tool built to support large datasets (up to seven million points). These tools,
although great examples IA system, do not take advantage of the real affordances of
VR. Moreover, they don’t focus on bettering the interaction techniques joining users and
machines. This study introduces a new tool to the IA field. This tool is called the Immersive
Virtual Exploratory Engine (IVEE) and aims to enhance the interface that stands between
users and computers by implementing interaction techniques like those performed on a
daily basis by users when handling real objects. It distinguishes itself from existing IA
tools by providing users with a natural user interface (NUI) that places significant focus on
natural, intuitive interactions between users and data. The tool has numerous features for
its users, providing them with:

• Experience natural interaction using virtual hands only when handling interactive
3D visualizations;

• Supports four visualization types that are fully interactive: scatterplots, boxplots,
histograms, and line plots;

• The lasso system to subset data using virtual hands only, in an intuitive manner;
• The element merge system to merge visualizations together using virtual hands only,

in an intuitive manner;
• The possibility to build numerous visualizations simultaneously;
• Remote collaboration.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Development Environment

IVEE was built using Unity engine and R software and is intended to function using a
regular desktop and an Oculus Rift S headset. It was developed from scratch for a little
over a two-year period. Figure 1 shows the first IVEE complete prototype.
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The IVEE project consists of three parts: two backends and one frontend. While the
first backend was written in R software, the second backend was developed using pure C#
programming language. The frontend was established using the Unity Create Connections
of the backends and frontend of the IVEE project.

R, the first backend, is both a programming language and software for statistical
computing and graphics. It was developed based on the “S” systems created by Ihaka and
Gentleman [26]. R provides many functions for statistical analysis, including effective data
support, an integrated suite of tools for statistical analysis, computations on spreadsheets,
graphical visualizations, programming language, and extra capabilities using libraries. The
second backend, C#, is a Microsoft programming language that blends the capabilities of
C++, an extension of the C language for general-purpose programming, and Visual Basic
(VB), a Microsoft-environment programming language known for its ease of use and high
productivity [27]. Finally, Unity 3D was employed as a frontend to build the immersive
environment, thanks to its design flexibility [28]. Unity can handle 2D and 3D graphics and
employs C# as its main scripting language.

This multi-use and separation of software aims to allow for the reimplementation of
the backends with other frontends and future ease of development.

The R backend is responsible for generating the necessary metadata used in C# to
create 3D visualizations. The C# backend is responsible for managing the overall project
resources and features as well as for generating 3D distributions. It is also considered to be
the link between different routes by processing requests using CPUs.

The frontend serves as the interface between users and the model. It supports opera-
tions, including creating objects, generating and manipulating distributions, and collabo-
rating remotely with other users.

2.2. Virtual Reality (VR) Headset/Controllers

The Oculus Rift S VR headset is the headset chosen for this project to create an
immersive feel for its users (Figure 2). It has a display with a maximum resolution of
1080 × 1200 for each eye, an estimated 90 Hz refresh rate, and a field of view of 110 degrees.
In addition, the headset has a development kit with a plugin for Unity, which facilitates the
development of our project [29].
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2.3. Software Development Paradigm

The project scene was created using Blender digital modeling software. It is a free
creation suite used for visual effects, game conception, animation, and building 2D/3D
meticulous models [30]. The aim of developing the IVEE engine is to create a modern
data command center in which numerous graphs and menus can be generated in a 3D
environment that uses colors. The engine can handle comma-separated files (.csv) and the
data format should be numerical. Users can grab, translate, rotate, and visually scale objects.

2.4. Visualizations and Analytics

The module can handle 2D visual objects, 3D visual objects, and line graphs. If the
object to be generated has less than 1000 instances, it is created using sphere primitives or
line renderers provided by Unity. If the object has up to 120,000 instances, the Unity 3D
particle system is utilized to boost the graphic rendering latency. The 3D plots can support
up to six dimensions, including spatial x, y, and z, size, color, and time. For all objects, data
are scaled to fit within the cube, and legends are displayed for the spatial dimensions of 3D
graphs and line plots.

The engine currently supports four exploratory analytics techniques: histograms,
scatterplots, boxplots, and line plots. An objective for the immersive engine was to provide
support to allow R analytics to be accessed within the virtual environment to generate the
information necessary for data visualization. When analytics are being processed, the com-
putation is conducted on a processor node separate from the immersive engine to ensure
there is no performance degradation in graphical rendering. Lastly, the immersive engine
supports two or more users within a work session to conduct data analytics investigations
collaboratively. Users can see each other’s visual content and communicate through voice
chat and visual feedback to indicate which user is interacting.

2.5. IVEE Functionality

This section demonstrates how IVEE can assist in the generation of interactive visu-
alizations in the immersive space. We illustrate the use of IVEE through a pilot study to
further investigate the feasibility of using this engine and to evaluate the system’s func-
tionality and performance in relation to data retrieval, user interfacing, and graphical
rendering performance.

Analyzing multidimensional/multivariate data on 2D interfaces requires a variety
of summary visualizations and reports that must be brought together to inform decision-
making. These techniques have their disadvantages; complex interrelationships are hard
to spot, and analysts cannot discern a modern dataset relying on 2D interfaces without
the possibility of eliminating important details. Additionally, 2D graphics only provide
one part of a more complex structure, and it is arduous to find meaningful information
when one cannot visualize datasets as they are. Clearly, the field of analytics requires the
means to visualize multivariate datasets as they are. VR immersive mediums offer various
advantages for multivariate/multidimensional data, including greater space and the third
dimension. Hence, they provide a much better way of reviewing and examining modern
datasets. IVEE can visualize multivariate datasets, and enables users to manipulate them
inside the virtual space without programming. In the following sections, we show how the
IVEE engine works and demonstrate how to use its data sub-setting and merging features
currently available in this engine version.

First, we demonstrate the gesture-based central menu system. The idea was to tie
all the options to only two buttons on the right-hand Oculus Touch controller to reduce
the users’ cognitive load (Figure 3). Consequently, users do not have to remember any
complicated button combinations but only press the button and swipe to select (Figure 4).
When a user is placed inside the virtual space of IVEE by wearing the Oculus headset and
holding the touch controllers with both real hands, he/she can see his/her virtual hands
holding virtual controllers as if they were real (Figure 3). When the user moves his/her real
hands that hold the real touch controllers, his/her virtual hands move accordingly in the
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virtual space. Moving the real/virtual hands in a sweeping motion and virtually touching
one of the “red balls” automatically opens further menus (Figure 5).
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Before this step, the data to be explored should be built as a .csv file and placed in the
IVEE Unity folder. Users can place all the files they wish to explore to work with multiple
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datasets simultaneously without exiting the virtual scene and stopping the simulation
(Figure 6).
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After placing the file in the IVEE unity folder, users can press the A button to start the
simulation and put their headsets on Figure 3. To generate a visualization, users press the A
button on the right-hand touch controller and swipe to the “Files” element (Figures 4 and 5).
This brings up a nested menu that shows all the files available in the unity folder (Figure 6).
Swiping over to the desired file creates a virtual object with a set of arguments assigned
to it. Mainly, the generated virtual object represents the selected file (Figure 7e). The
user presses the A button again and swipes to select the “AES” element, which generates
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another virtual object in the scene (Figure 7g). AES stands for aesthetics and helps to assign
different data attributes to desired axes (Figure 7h). Depending on the type and dimension
of visualization, users can assign attributes accordingly. For instance, if users are interested
in visualizing a 3D scatterplot of the data, they can assign the desired attributes to three
axes. On the other hand, if they wish to generate a 2D line plot, they can assign two data
attributes to the x and y axis, leaving the third axis empty. Before assigning any attributes,
users should create a connection between the two generated virtual objects by holding them
with virtual hands and bringing them into contact. The contact between the two objects is
marked by a red band (Figure 7j). Combining the two objects feeds the “AES”-generated
virtual objects with chosen data attributes, allowing users to make their selection. Users
then press the A button and swipe to the “Plot Type” element, bringing up another nested
menu that holds the plot types (Figure 7j).Appl. Sci. 2022, 12, 3817  9  of  28 
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The combination of these virtual objects creates a set of arguments that are sent to R
through a C# script. The data calculation is performed in R on a thread that is separate
from the virtual environment, which allows users to move around when data crunching
is happening, without any frame rate loss. To confirm this configuration and send the
arguments to R, users create one final object by swiping over to the “RunDataManager”
element and clicking “Run” to execute (Figure 8). On the “RunDataManager” object,
the loading circle indicates that R is performing the calculations needed to generate the
underlying structure of the chosen plot (Figure 8). Once that file is generated by R, C# reads
it in and creates a three-dimensional plot, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
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To subset data, users grab the “Lasso” sphere and bring it into contact with the
visualization so that the points the users want to subset are inside the sphere (Figure 10).
The sphere is a 3D scalable object that users can amplify or downsize to fit their desired
points. The engine translates this information back to its backend to generate a file that
contains the subset data only. The generated file is automatically stored in the IVEE Unity
folder, and users can access it by simply pressing the A button and swiping over to the
“Files” element. The nested folders in the “Files” element now have an additional folder
that contains a portion of the original data that users selected. Users can now visualize
the new dataset using other visualizations or create another subset. The action of simply
grabbing the “Lasso” sphere and bringing it into close contact with the desired portion
of data makes the sub-setting task much easier and more intuitive than in any other tool.
Users do not have to worry about how they can subset data; instead, they subset intuitively
within the virtual environment. Cleary, making analytics intuitive helps save time and
effort when completing tasks.
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(e) Visualize the subsetted data.
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The merge feature is as easy to perform as the subset feature. If users generate another
visualization, they can merge it with the first visualization by grabbing both and bringing
them closer to one another. This instantly results in the creation of a combined plot with
the two selected graphs on it (Figure 11). We envision including more features in the future
to make IVEE the first fully interactive immersive space in the field of analytics.
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Figure 12 shows the collaboration between various individuals in the immersive space.
This virtual collaboration can occur remotely (i.e., users do not have to be present in the
same physical environment, and each user can use a separate computer, an Oculus set, and
a separate network to connect with other users) or in the same physical space as long as
each user has a computer and a headset. Once connected, each user impersonates an avatar
(Figure 12) and can move freely around in the virtual space using the touch controllers.
Users can talk to each other in the virtual space and interact with each other as if they were
present physically in a real environment.
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Figure 12. Collaboration in IVEE.

All individuals present in the scene can perform the tasks accommodated by this VR
version, while others can witness the work instantly as if they were there. In addition, the
individuals present in the virtual scene can interact with each other’s work and perform
further analytics on it as if they are all present in a real-world setting. These individuals
can communicate with each other through both gestures and audio.
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2.6. Study

This work intends to present a new tool to the IA field with features to facilitate
the work of analysts. A pilot study was conducted, and a task-based questionnaire was
developed and was given to participants to measure the time it takes them to perform these
tasks to assess the performance of the developed VR engine. The task-based questionnaire
was developed for assessing the tasks developed within IVEE, consisting of 21 questions.
The goal was to measure the time it took participants to complete these tasks within
IVEE and to compare it with non-immersive tools, notably R. These tasks fall under three
main categories: (1) create a visualization, (2) subset data, and (3) merge data. The first
category (create a visualization) comprises 16 questions divided between the four types of
visualizations supported by IVEE. Hence, participants were asked to generate the same
type of visualization four times. For the second category (subset data), participants were
asked to subset the data three times and then merge it twice for the third category (merge
data). Participants were first asked to complete tasks using R. Then, they were moved to
a VR setting to complete the same tasks within IVEE. To avoid bias, researchers were not
allowed to share the goal of the experiment with the participants. Furthermore, the way
in which questions were to be answered completely differed in these settings (e.g., R and
IVEE)—R relied greatly on mouse–keyboard interactions and IVEE on natural interactions.
This should help to minimize bias and generate statistically sound results.

A researcher was always present next to the participants to collect relevant data. To
record the time spent on performing each task, the researcher used a timer that began timing
either when a participant pressed the first letter using a keyboard in R or the A button in
IVEE to generate a visualization, perform a subset analysis, or merge data. The researcher
stopped the timer once the results were displayed on the computer screen in R or appeared
in the IVEE virtual environment. It should be noted that—since R is a programming
language—a cheat sheet of instructions was given to participants to allow them to complete
the R phase of the experiment successfully. The sheet contained code lines from the R
manual to instruct participants on how to use the system, and participants needed to
make minor changes to the provided instructions when answering the questions. Most
participants would not have been able to perform the assigned tasks in R without a cheat
sheet. Consequently, the team would not have had enough data from the R environment
to compare with the data from the IVEE environment. On the other hand, when using
IVEE, participants did not have to type/know any code lines. Instead, they were asked to
use their intuition when completing the assigned tasks. Overall, participants were asked
to complete four tasks at one time, then to take a small break because the question list
was lengthy.

2.6.1. Effectiveness Research Question

Since the focus of the study is to measure the amount of time it takes students to
complete tasks assessing the effectiveness of the developed VR module, the research
question is as follows:

• Would IVEE affect the time it takes students to complete their tasks?

2.6.2. Data Collection

A pilot study was conducted with volunteers from Mississippi State University. The
study involved 30 students to compare the performance of IVEE to existing traditional
analytics tools—notably, R. The VR kit used in the experiment comprises the following
parts: Oculus Rift S, touch controllers, and the Unity development platform. Before
initiating the experiment, participating students were asked to wear the Oculus Rift S to
familiarize themselves with the virtual environment. Figure 13 demonstrates the data
collection process of the experiment.

The gender demographics indicate that 63% of the participating students were male
and 36% female. The majority of students were from engineering branches, while a few were
from the business department. Data on demographic information, VR-related background,
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and coding experience were gathered. Overall, 93.3% of the participants had below-average
knowledge of VR technologies, and 73.3% had below-average experience in gaming. The
insufficient experience of the participants in these subjects decreased bias and contributed
to the acquisition of a statically sound outcome. Of the total, 40% of the participants had
above-average knowledge of R.
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2.6.3. The Participant Role

Questionnaires were the primary data collection method used in this experiment.
Student participants reported their responses by answering demographic questions and
completing the tests presented to them in order to gather performance time-related data.
Upon finishing the registration form, the participants were asked to complete a demograph-
ics survey, which consisted of questions regarding gender, ethnicity, education level, field
of study, nationality, age category, VR knowledge, video game-playing experience, coding
experience, R programming experience, and grammar of graphics theory knowledge.

At this stage, the students were ready to participate in the experiment. They were
given basic R instructions and a cheat sheet containing helpful lines of code to complete
R tasks. During the VR stage of the study, the participants were given instructions on
how to use the VR module, so it was only fair to show them how to use R to perform the
assigned tasks and to provide a cheat sheet in order to create similarities between both
study conditions (R and VR). The participants were assigned three types of tasks: (1) to
generate four visualization types (histograms, scatterplots, boxplots, and line plots), (2)
to merge charts, and (3) to subset data. In order to perform these tasks in R, the students
used RStudio on a laptop. After completing the tasks in R, they were then given basic VR
instructions and allowed to play around and become familiar with the new technology.
The participants were then prepared to start the VR module, during which they were
asked to perform the same tasks as they had already performed in R—but this time in VR.
Note that the task sequence was switched between participants to avoid bias, meaning
some participants performed the R tasks first while others performed the VR tasks first.
The time it took each participant to complete the assigned tasks was recorded by the
researcher for both conditions. Finally, students were given a VR design study survey to
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assess their experience with the developed module. The VR design study survey assessed
the participants’ experience with the VR module. It consisted of five questions on a 5-
point Likert scale and asked the participants to rate the VR module’s level of easiness and
intuitiveness regarding visualizing data, sub-setting, data, and merging data. There was
also an additional question asking the participants about their preference (R or VR) in
the questionnaire.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Descriptive Statistics

After the necessary data are collected to test the performance of a newly developed
tool/module, the first step is to analyze these data to investigate any patterns that can
be found. Our survey instrument was comprised of six demographic questions and five
background questions. The goal behind the use of descriptive statistics is to gain an insight
into the sample distribution as well as general information about the various features of
the sample structure.

Figure 14 presents the participants’ demographic information distributions, and
Figure 15 shows their background information distributions. The background information
involves six items that can be rated on a scale from zero (novice) to four (expert).
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Figure 15. Background information (a) Participants’ VR technology knowledge distribution. (b)
Participants’ video game-playing experience distribution. (c) Participants’ coding experience dis-
tribution. (d) Participants’ R programming knowledge distribution. (e) Participants’ grammar of
graphics theory knowledge distribution. (f) Participants’ analytics knowledge distribution.

Figure 14a presents the participants’ gender distribution. The vertical axis scale depicts
the number of participants according to both genders, male and female, and indicates that
more males participated in the study (63%).

Figure 14b presents the participants’ ethnicity distribution. There are four main
ethnicity categories: Asian, Black/AA, Hispanic/Latino, and White. As shown in the figure,
the majority of the participants were white. In fact, around 63% participants were white.

Figure 14c presents the education level in which the participating students were
enrolled at the time of the study. As illustrated, most students were working towards a
bachelor’s degree. In fact, 46% of participants were pursuing a bachelor’s degree, 26% a
master’s degree, and 26% a PhD degree.

Figure 14d presents the participants’ field of study distribution. All participants be-
longed to one of the following two major fields: Engineering and Business Information
Systems (BIS). Engineering included four subfields: Aerospace Engineering (ASE), Chemi-
cal Engineering (CE), Industrial Engineering (IE), and Mechanical Engineering (ME). As
illustrated in the figure, most participants were majoring in Industrial Engineering (53%).

Figure 14e presents the participants’ nationality distribution. A total of 60% were
domestic students.

Figure 14f presents the participants’ age category distribution. Most participants
were between 21 and 25 years old. In fact, 43% of the participants were between 21 and
25 years old.
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Figure 15a shows the participants VR technology knowledge distribution. As illus-
trated, the majority of participants had basic VR system knowledge. Only 6% of the
participants had above average VR knowledge, and none were recorded as experts in
this area.

Figure 15b presents the participants’ video game-playing experience distribution. Most
participants did not play video games often, and only 30% recorded their game-playing
experience to be above-average/expert.

Figure 15c shows the participants’ coding experience distribution. Most participants had
basic coding experience and only 30% reported having above average coding experience.

Figure 15d shows the participants’ R programming knowledge distribution. Most
participants reported expert R programming software knowledge—40% reported having R
programming language knowledge at the above-average and expert levels, while only 23%
reported having no R programming knowledge.

Figure 15e shows the participants’ grammar of graphics theory knowledge distribution.
The vast majority, 83%, of the participants had no grammar of graphics theory knowledge.

Finally, Figure 15f shows the participants’ analytics knowledge distribution—33%
of the participants identified as having basic analytics knowledge, and 40% identified as
having average to expert analytics knowledge.

3.2. Effectiveness Analysis

Two different tests were used to assess IVEE performance. Both were the same
and instructed the participants to visualize data, subset data, merge data, and answer
knowledge-related questions in R and VR environments. Knowledge-related questions
instructed the participants to visually report certain data values. This section of the chapter
focuses on various comparisons between study conditions (R and VR) using parametric and
non-parametric tests. After completing the tests and the efficacy measures questionnaires,
the final questionnaire asked participants to report their preferences regarding both tools.

3.2.1. Completion Time for Each Question

The test that was developed to assess IVEE performance comprised 26 questions.
Sixteen out of the 26 questions asked the participants to generate a visualization, and the
participant created each type of representation four times. Three out of the 26 questions
asked the participants to subset the data, two questions asked the participants to merge
visualizations, and five were knowledge questions that asked the participants to visually
identify certain values.

The time it took the participants to complete each question on the test, as well as the
entire test, using both experimental conditions—R and VR—was recorded. Since this study
follows a within-subject experimental design, where participants undergo both treatment
conditions, a total of 52 variables (26 × 2) were collected from each participant.

Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were conducted for all 52 variables [31,32].
The visual inspection of their histograms, normal Q-Q plots, and boxplots showed that percent
difference values were not normally distributed. Hence, a non-parametric test was administered
to determine whether a statistical significance exists in the time it took the participants to
complete each question in both R and VR environments.

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test belongs to non-parametric tests and is an alternative
non-parametric statistical hypothesis test to a dependent t-test. Since this test does not
require that data points fall on a normal curve, it can be performed when parametric
assumptions are not met and when parametric statistical methods are not suitable [33].
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is employed to decide whether two treatments, given to the
same group of participants (in a within-subject study), are statistically different in relation
to a variable of interest. The latter must be continuous, and the sample must be randomly
selected. As time is a continuous variable and the study sample was randomly selected,
this test is appropriate for our analysis. It also tests the hypothesis that the medians from
the two samples are the same. In this work, this test looks to find whether the use of the
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IVEE engine had enhanced participant performance in comparison to the use of R software.
The null and alternative hypotheses for each tutorial question are as follows:

• H0: Participants took the same amount of time to complete question i using R and VR
environments; i = 1, 2, . . . , 26.

• H1: Participants took less time to complete question i using the VR environment; i = 1,
2, . . . , 26.

To avoid confusion, R data-related questions are labeled RQi, where i = 1, 2, . . . , 26,
and VR data-related questions are labeled VRQi, where i = 1, 2, . . . , 26. Table 1 shows the
summary of hypothesis testing.

Table 1. Summary of hypothesis testing: Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test.

Sample Size z-Value p-Value r-Value

Pair 1 RQ1–VRQ1 30 −2.368 0.018 0.43

Pair 2 RQ2–VRQ2 30 −0.270 0.787 0.05

Pair 3 RQ3–VRQ3 30 −1.847 0.65 0.34

Pair 4 RQ4–VRQ4 30 −1.646 0.1 0.30

Pair 5 RQ5–VRQ5 30 −2.092 0.036 0.38

Pair 6 RQ6–VRQ6 30 −2.518 0.012 0.46

Pair 7 RQ7–VRQ7 30 −3.274 0.001 0.60

Pair 8 RQ8–VRQ8 30 −1.729 0.084 0.32

Pair 9 RQ9–VRQ9 30 −3.074 0.002 0.56

Pair 10 RQ10–VRQ10 30 −3.027 0.002 0.55

Pair 11 RQ11–VRQ11 30 −3.606 <0.000 0.66

Pair 12 RQ12–VRQ12 30 −0.142 0.887 0.03

Pair 13 RQ13–VRQ13 30 −3.823 <0.001 0.70

Pair 14 RQ14–VRQ14 30 −3.462 0.001 0.63

Pair 15 RQ15–VRQ15 30 −2.211 0.027 0.40

Pair 16 RQ16–VRQ16 30 −3.994 <0.001 0.73

Pair 17 RQ17–VRQ17 30 −4.502 <0.001 0.82

Pair 18 RQ18–VRQ18 30 −4.731 <0.001 0.86

Pair 19 RQ19–VRQ19 30 −4.774 <0.001 0.87

Pair 20 RQ20–VRQ20 30 −4.705 <0.001 0.86

Pair 21 RQ21–VRQ21 30 −4.763 <0.001 0.87

Pair 22 RQ22–VRQ22 30 −4.599 <0.001 0.84

Pair 23 RQ23–VRQ23 30 −4.794 <0.001 0.88

Pair 24 RQ24–VRQ24 30 −4.773 <0.001 0.87

Pair 25 RQ25–VRQ25 30 −4.575 <0.001 0.84

Pair 26 RQ26–VRQ26 30 −4.712 <0.001 0.86

The summary of our hypothesis testing shows that for 21 out of 26 questions, the
significance value (p-value) is less than 0.05, revealing a statistically significant change
in the time it took the participants to complete the questions. A comparison of pair
means (Appendix A) indicates that the participants took less time to complete 21 out of
26 questions when using VR in comparison to when they were using R. Furthermore, 17
out of these 21 questions (more than 80%) resulted in an r-value greater than the Cohen
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criteria of 0.5, indicating a significant effect size. This means that the VR environment can
reduce the time it takes users to perform data analysis for most of the questions.

3.2.2. Total Test Time

A normality test was performed, where the total time to complete the tutorial is the
variable of interest. Table 2 shows the results of the skewness and kurtosis values calculated
using SPSS. Both variables (R Total Time and VR Total time) are within range.

Table 2. Skewness and Kurtosis of total time.

Dependent Variable Skewness Value Kurtosis Value

R Total Time 0.13 −1.30

VR Total Time 0.749 0.639

The KS and Shapiro-Wilk tests were used to test the normality of both variables. A
p-value of less than 0.05 implies that the data are significantly different from a normal
distribution. Hence, the null hypothesis for both tests—stating that data are not significantly
different from a normal distribution—were rejected. Table 3 shows the normality test results
for total time.

Table 3. Normality assumption test: Total time.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Shapiro-Wilk

Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig.

R Total Time 0.108 30 0.200 0.959 30 0.292

VR Total Time 0.078 30 0.200 0.974 30 0.665

Results from both tests (Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk) show that there are
no statistically significant differences, indicating that the data follow a normal curve. Since
the total time values are normally distributed, the remaining parametric assumptions need
to be met to proceed with a parametric test. These are:

1. Research design: As discussed earlier, since the entire sample is exposed to both
conditions, R and VR, the research is considered to have a within-subject design and a
paired t-test/ANOVA is used to infer information about total time;

2. Measurement level/Nature of variable: Time is a ratio variable;
3. Assumption violation and normal distribution;

• Normality: R Total Time and VR Total Time are normally distributed;
• Extreme outliers: a z-squared method was performed using SPSS and no extreme

outliers were detected;
• Homogeneity of variance: a Levene test (R Total Time: p = 0.605 > 0.05; VR Total

Time = 0.60 > 0.05) was conducted to test for the homogeneity of variance, showing
that there is a homogeneity of variances for both variables and that a parametric test
can be conducted.

Consequently, a paired t-test was performed to test the following hypothesis at the
0.05 significance level:

H0 : µVR − µR = 0 versus Ha : µVR − µR 6= 0

As Table 4 shows, the paired t-test is associated with a statistically significant effect
(t = 6.944, df = 29, p < 0.001). Comparing the means from both conditions ensures that
the proposed VR module outperforms R in terms of the time it takes for participants to
complete the tutorial. The participants took in average 7 min less to complete the entire
tutorial in the VR module in comparison to the R module.
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Table 4. Summary of hypothesis testing: Paired t-test.

Dependent
Variable

Sample
Size

Mean
(min)

Standard
Deviation (min) df t-Value p-Value

R Total Time 30 18:26 08:02
29 6.944 0.000

VR Total Time 30 12:07 04:03

3.2.3. R and VR: A Comparison and Validation of the Modules

All students managed to answer the tutorial tasks to visualize data, merge data, subset
data, and answer the remaining knowledge questions correctly in both R and VR modules.
Hence, no statistical analysis was required to compare the answers to the questions in both
conditions. This also means that the IVEE engine is a tool that does what it is supposed to
do in relation to the tasks it currently accommodates.

The time to complete tasks in R and VR modules was also compared between the
student participants who had good to expert R knowledge (experts) and those who had no
to average R knowledge (novice) for all tasks (refer to the tables below). Table 5 presents the
average total completion time in both R and VR environments for both categories (novice
and expert student participants). The results show that it took experts 7 min and 51 s to
complete the entire tutorial in R and 8 min 12 s to complete it in VR. The 21 differences
between both study conditions were not significant, and experts managed to spend less
time performing tasks in R because they were familiar with the software. However, it took
them relatively more time to complete the tutorial tasks using IVEE because this was their
first time using this VR module. This relatively insignificant difference in how long it took
for experts to complete the tasks in R and IVEE indicates that even during their first time
using this tool, they achieved good performance results in relation to timing. On the other
hand, novice students took more time to complete the entire tutorial in R (29 min and 9 s).
When total time was compared, novice participants managed to complete the tutorial in VR
in approximately half the time it took them to complete it in R (the average VR completion
time for novice students was 15 min and 9 s). These results are promising and show the
promise of these new technologies for facilitating the work of analysts and reducing the
time it takes them to perform analytics tasks. When comparing the average total time, it
took novice students 15 min and 9s and expert students 8 min 12 s to complete the tasks in
VR. The difference was only around 7 min—in contrast to R, where the difference between
the average total completion time of novice (29 min and 9 s) and expert (7 min and 51 s)
students was 22 min. This indicates that the VR environment managed to reduce the
total time difference between both categories by approximately 15 min. These results are
encouraging for the IA field and show that building new immersive, intuitive tools for
analysts can reduce the time it takes them to complete these tasks even without any prior
software knowledge. The decision to reduce the cognitive load on users by facilitating the
use of IVEE through direct manipulation of the elements helped reduce the time it took for
participants with no/basic/average knowledge in R to perform basic analytics tasks.

Table 6 presents the average time it took students to generate visualizations in R and
VR environments. The results show that novice and expert students took relatively less
time to generate visualizations in VR (a 2 s difference between R and VR for experts and a
23 s difference between R and VR for novice students).
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Table 5. Tutorial average completion time in R and VR: A comparison.

Above Average/Expert Knowledge in R Programming (Expert)

Average Time to Complete Tasks in R Average time to complete tasks in VR

7 min 51 s 8 min 12 s

No Knowledge/Basic/Average Knowledge in R Programming (Novice)

Average time to complete tasks in R Average time to complete tasks in VR

29 min 9 s 15 min 9 s

Table 6. Average time to generate a visualization in R and VR: A comparison.

Above Average/Expert Knowledge in R Programming

Average time to make a visualization in R Average time to make a visualization in VR

22 s 20 s

No Knowledge/Basic/Average Knowledge in R Programming

Average time to make a visualization in R Average time to make a visualization in VR

1 min 12 s 49 s

Table 7 presents the average time it took participants to subset data using R and VR
environments. The results show that experts took relatively more time to perform the
subset task in VR (4 s difference) as opposed to novices who took less time to subset data
using VR (1 min difference).

Table 7. Average time to subset data in R and VR: A comparison.

Above Average/Expert Knowledge in R Programming

Average time to subset data using R Average time to subset data using VR

30 s 34 s

No Knowledge/Basic/Average Knowledge in R Programming

Average time to subset data using R Average time to subset data using VR

2 min 1 s 1 min 2 s

Table 8 illustrates the average time it took students to merge data using R and VR
environments. The results show that novice and expert students took relatively less time to
merge data in VR compared to R (a 16 s difference between R and VR for experts and a 73 s
difference between R and VR for novice students).

Table 8. Average time to merge data in R and VR: A comparison.

Above Average/Expert Knowledge in R Programming

Average time to merge data using R Average time to merge data using VR

27 s 11 s

No Knowledge/Basic/Average Knowledge in R Programming

Average time to merge data using R Average time to merge data using VR

1 min 46 s 33 s

In summary, IVEE was successful in reducing the time it took student participants to
preform basic visual analytics tasks, especially novice students. An inspection of the results
shows that, on average, novice students took less time to complete all types of tasks in the
VR environment and managed to cut their total time spent on performing tasks in half.
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3.2.4. Final Questions: VR Design Study

After completing the experiment and the efficacy questionnaire, the participants were
asked to complete a post-experiment survey to gauge the VR design. The survey contained
the following questions:

1. How easy was it to use this system?
2. How memorable did you find using this system?
3. How intuitive/easy was it to visualize data using this system?
4. How intuitive/easy was it to subset data using this system?
5. How intuitive/easy was it to merge data using this system?
6. Which system would you prefer to use?

The questions were ranked on a 5-point Likert scale. Figure 16 presents the distribu-
tions for these final survey questions. The results show that most participants found IVEE
easy or very easy to use (93.3%). Only one participant reported finding IVEE somewhat
easy to use, and one participant found it moderately easy to use. The results also show
that most of the participants found IVEE easy to remember (90%). This is because IVEE
relies on easy interaction techniques, which makes it more memorable than its equivalent
traditional data analytics software. Two participants found IVEE to be moderately memo-
rable, and only one participant found it to be somewhat memorable. In addition, regarding
intuitiveness, most participants found IVEE to be intuitive or very intuitive to use (more
than 90%) and all participants completed the assigned tasks within IVEE correctly. The final
question asked the participants to select their preferred interface. Out of 30 participants,
26 preferred IVEE’s interface over R’s. These results are encouraging and serve as the
basis for further developing additional NUIs for handling various analytics problems. An
ANOVA test was also conducted to observe the effect of the final questions on the time it
took the participants to complete the tutorial tasks in R.
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Table 9 shows the results of this ANOVA test, which indicate that only the perceived
level of data visualization intuitiveness had an impact on the time it took student partici-
pants to complete their tasks in VR.
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Table 9. Impact of final questions on total completion time in VR.

VR Design p-Value Impact

Level of ease 0.068 No significant impact.

Level of memorability 0.365 No significant impact.

Level of intuitiveness (visualize data) 0.048 There is an impact.

Level of intuitiveness (subset data) 0.330 No significant impact.

Level of intuitiveness (merge data) 490 No significant impact.

System preference 0.053 No significant impact.

3.2.5. Discussion

The VR and R settings primarily differed in one aspect only—interaction. We expected
that users would perform better in the VR setting than in R when generating visualizations,
filtering data, and merging data because IVEE does not require its users to have any prior
experience with either or any other statistical software. We further predicted that users
would prefer interacting with IVEE because it supports intuitive, natural interactions with
the software. The results obtained from instant IVEE ratings and through direct comparison
with R support our expectations for most participants.

The results indicate that, on average, the participants took less time to complete 21 out
of 26 assigned questions. There was a major difference in the time it took to complete 17
of these 21 questions—in favor of IVEE. Norman et al. [34] emphasized the importance of
natural, smooth interaction when handling data and making data analytics an enjoyable
experience for users by simplifying the interface that stands between users and their data.
This is achieved here by introducing an NUI that is supported by immersion—i.e., IVEE—
where users primarily rely on their intuition for handling data, thus reducing the users’
cognitive load and skipping the hurdle of having to learn a new language/software in
order to perform analytics. Furthermore, this new VR interface allows for the generation of
full 3D objects, offering a spatial value that is not provided by a computer interface.

The results also show that the participants with expert R knowledge took more time
to complete the tasks in the VR environment. Nevertheless, this time difference was
marginal, especially when taking into consideration the fact that these experts managed
to complete the tasks faster in R because they were already extremely familiar with the
software, its interface, and its interaction methods. The marginal time difference between
both conditions indicates that IVEE, although used for the first time, allowed experts
to complete their tasks in almost the same amount of time as they took to do so in an
environment with which they were very familiar. This outcome is favorable because it
shows that first-time users benefit from the new VR interface in terms of enhancing their
time performance. On the other hand, novice users took less time to complete the tasks in
VR. In fact, novice users took approximately half the time to complete the tasks in the VR
environment than in the R environment. It should also be noted that novice participants
relied on using a cheat sheet, which contained code lines and instructions on how to use R,
to complete the tasks in R. Without this cheat sheet, most of the novice participants would
have quit, failing to finish the R portion of the experiment—and there would be no data to
which we would be able to compare IVEE results. This is also promising because it shows
how important advanced interaction is for enhancing the performance time of novice users.

A closer examination of the distinct techniques that the participants used to interact
with their data suggests that those interfaces that join users and machines greatly influence
their performance time. The VR design survey results indicate that most participants found
IVEE’s interface to be easy to use, easy to remember, and intuitive when visualizing, sub-
setting, and merging data. Handling multidimensional data on traditional 2D interfaces
necessitates a variety of summary representations that need to be combined to inform
about the data. These methods have disadvantages—complicated relationships between
data points are not easily distinguishable, and complex datasets are hard to analyze using
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traditional methods. In addition, 2D representations only offer partial information about
the data, and it is hard for users to make sense of the data when it is not visualized
as-is. The newly developed VR environment provides additional features, including an
infinite virtual space and 3D representations. It offers better methods for manipulating and
examining data. Hence, IVEE allows for the as-is visualization of multivariate data and
their manipulation via the use of virtual hands—while impersonating an avatar—without
the need to program it. All menu options within IVEE are tied to no more than two buttons.
This greatly reduces clutter and helps users avoid complicated software editors. This also
reduces the users’ cognitive load because they do not have to recall complex menu systems
and button combinations. To select an option, all users must do is press the A button on
the right-hand touch controller and swipe to select. In summary, most of the participants
(80%) preferred the IVEE to the R environment for completing the assigned tasks because
they managed to complete them almost effortlessly, without having to type complicated
lines of code. Even with a cheat sheet, the participants encountered various compiler errors,
usually because of a character missing in their program that they could not spot, which
resulted in a significant loss of time. IVEE eliminates these frustrating compiler errors by
eliminating any input other than users’ gestural interactions. Furthermore, IVEE allows for
the generation of clear, sizable visualization in the form of virtual 3D objects, which users
can easily navigate for precise examination.

4. Conclusions

This study introduces a new tool to the IA field. This tool is called the Immersive
Virtual Exploratory Engine (IVEE) and aims to enhance the interface that stands between
users and computers by implementing interaction techniques similar to those performed
on a daily basis by users when handling real objects. It distinguishes itself from existing
IA tools by providing users with an NUI that places significant focus on natural, intuitive
interactions between users and data. The tool has numerous features for its users, providing
them with:

• The experience of full interactions using virtual hands with generalized visualizations;
• The support for four types of interactive visualizations: scatterplots, boxplots, his-

tograms, and line plots;
• The Lasso system for filtering data;
• The element merge system for merging generalized visualizations,
• The ability to simultaneously generate multiple visualizations;
• The telepresence for remote collaboration.

The goal of this work was to compare the experience of using a 2D interface to the
experience of using an immersive NUI for purposes of data visualization and basic data an-
alytics tasks, including subset and merge data tasks. Researchers have previously indicated
that for immersive applications to outperform traditional and non-immersive instruments,
they need to perform better in terms of efficacy and effectiveness [35]. In relation to effec-
tiveness, in general, it took less time for novice users to complete analytics tasks in IVEE.
In fact, in comparison to the traditional interface—notably, R—the participants managed
to complete the set tasks in half the time during their very first time of using IVEE. These
results are encouraging and show the power of new immersive technologies and their
affordances in facilitating data analytics tasks. Most of the participants found IVEE to be
easy to use (93%), easy to remember (90%), and intuitive in handling data (90%). Finally,
the participants provided more accurate answers on the knowledge portion of the tutorial
in IVEE. This is because IVEE permits the generation of clear, sizable, and interactive
visualizations that allow for better examination of the data.

5. Limitations and Future Work
5.1. Limitations of the Study

1. Although the results indicate a favorable outcome, the sample size was relatively
small. Due to COVID-19 restrictions and safety procedures, only a small number of
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students were able to participate in the experiment. A good sample size for this type
of study should have more than 200 participants, and future experiments intending to
test future versions of IVEE should include a larger sample size.

2. All participants were university students. Future experiments should take place in a
more general setting and include participants from various backgrounds and varying
levels of expertise.

3. This engine relies on task taxonomies in designing its interactions. Currently, the
system covers only part of the view specification and manipulation taxonomy. The
engine is not complete and only covers three task types. Future versions of the engine
should include different view manipulation, process, and improvement taxonomies.

4. Future tools should support additional features through natural interactions to make
the immersive space more adequate for collaboration. For instance, the engine could
include an interactive board on which analysts can write equations, outlines, con-
clusions, and general ideas—exactly as they would in real life. This would make
the interaction in the immersive space feel more real and would support normal
daily interactions.

5. The design of the workplace should be enhanced to imitate the workplaces of expert
analysts and should include the tools that they find useful for data analytics. Future
versions of the engine should also include different workplace designs for users to
choose from. For instance, users could choose to work in an office that has a mountain
view or a beach view. They could also design their workplace/office by choosing
from various design and virtual furniture options.

5.2. Future Work

This work forms the foundation for an emerging IA focus—the development of
advanced, immersive NUIs that support natural interactions when handling abstract
information [34]. Future research venues include:

1. Introducing more IA tools to advance the gulf of execution aspect of data visualiza-
tion [34]. Most visual analytics tools focus on the meaningfulness of visualizations
and try to figure out ways to extract more information from data. The outcome of this
research shows that enhancing interaction can also greatly enhance performance and
make data analytics an enjoyable experience.

2. Since IA is an independent field, grammar of graphics theories that are specific to
the IA field should be developed and should consider the new affordances of virtual,
immersive systems. This research, for the first time in the IA field, attempts to
introduce a new IA-specific grammar through an NUI.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Descriptive Statistics for time to complete the questions using R and VR.

R
Time

VR
Time

N Mean SD Min Max N Mean SD Min Max

RQ1 30 02:04 01:26 00:21 05:55 VRQ1 30 00:02 00:49 00:29 00:07

RQ2 30 00:02 00:01 00:01 00:07 VRQ2 30 00:04 00:01 00:01 01:03

RQ3 30 00:03 00:02 00:01 00:12 VRQ3 30 01:06 00:11 00:00 02:36

RQ4 30 01:28 01:15 00:18 04:32 VRQ4 30 00:50 00:34 00:20 02:04

RQ5 30 01:02 00:45 00:14 03:00 VRQ5 30 00:44 00:26 00:01 01:52

RQ6 30 00:48 00:21 00:19 02:00 VRQ6 30 00:38 00:19 00:19 01:31

RQ7 30 00:48 00:19 00:18 01:55 VRQ7 30 00:02 00:17 00:04 00:06

RQ8 30 00:02 00:00 00:01 00:05 VRQ8 30 00:33 00:01 00:01 02:07

RQ9 30 01:00 00:41 00:01 03:00 VRQ9 30 00:02 00:20 00:17 01:00

RQ10 30 00:47 00:29 00:16 02:50 VRQ10 30 00:14 00:11 00:17 00:46

RQ11 30 00:13 00:17 00:05 01:46 VRQ11 30 00:01 00:16 00:14 01:20

RQ12 30 00:03 00:02 00:01 00:16 VRQ12 30 00:09 00:02 00:01 00:13

RQ13 30 00:43 00:17 00:13 01:20 VRQ13 30 00:10 00:14 00:02 01:00

RQ14 30 00:36 00:19 00:01 01:14 VRQ14 30 00:10 00:13 00:01 00:53

RQ15 30 00:07 00:14 00:02 00:59 VRQ15 30 00:28 00:09 00:02 00:38

RQ16 30 00:37 00:15 00:09 01:09 VRQ16 30 00:27 00:10 00:04 00:52

RQ17 30 00:40 00:19 00:04 01:30 VRQ17 30 00:24 00:10 00:02 00:53

RQ18 30 01:41 01:00 00:09 03:00 VRQ18 30 00:40 00:28 00:07 00:52

RQ19 30 00:42 00:17 00:09 01:20 VRQ19 30 00:21 00:10 00:03 00:51

RQ20 30 00:57 00:32 00:07 01:50 VRQ20 30 00:13 00:10 00:03 00:40

RQ21 30 00:33 00:32 00:05 01:07 VRQ21 30 00:13 00:07 00:03 00:49

RQ22 30 00:32 00:14 00:07 01:06 VRQ22 30 00:20 00:10 00:03 00:42

RQ23 30 00:33 00:13 00:05 01:07 VRQ23 30 00:16 00:09 00:02 00:43

RQ24 30 00:31 00:13 00:07 01:02 VRQ24 30 00:16 00:08 00:03 00:40

RQ25 30 00:30 00:13 00:06 01:03 VRQ25 30 00:16 00:08 00:04 00:36

RQ26 30 01:42 00:13 00:06 04:00 VRQ26 30 00:14 00:08 00:03 00:36
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